ACCENTURE SUPPORTS
BRISBANE CITY COUNCIL’S

TRANSFORMATION
JOURNEY

IN A NUTSHELL
Brisbane City Council is the largest local government in Australia serving
more than one million citizens. The Council guides Brisbane’s future
growth and development, and offers public services such as planning
and building infrastructure, traffic and transport management, the
environment, facilities, laws and the safety of citizens. The Council teamed
with Accenture to realize its ambition of becoming an organization enabled
by world class behaviours, processes and tools to deliver public service for
the future.

However, it was facing challenges that threatened its public service
delivery efforts. Growing costs of aging technology, multiple data sources
and informal business processes were hampering the Council’s ability to
achieve its vision. In addition, citizens increasingly demanded information
transparency, and stakeholders wanted accurate and timely reporting.
Accenture developed a transformational solution to help the Council
deliver the Business and Systems Efficiency (BaSE) Program. BaSE was
developed to improve and streamline the Council’s finance, HR and payroll,
procurement and assets and works management functions. The program is
expected to generate half a billion Australian dollars in savings.
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WHAT WE DID
A joint Council-Accenture team of more than 400 people located across
Brisbane, Accenture’s Delivery Centres in Mumbai and Pune, and Global
Talent Innovation Network in Gurgaon was assembled to work on the project.
This was done in three stages over a period of nine months.
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THE KEY COMPONENTS
OF OUR SOLUTION
FOR THE COUNCIL ARE:
VISIONING, DISCOVERY AND HIGH-LEVEL DESIGN:
Using Accenture’s Capability Maturity Assessment Models for Finance,
Procurement, HR/Payroll and Assets and Works Management, the CouncilAccenture team identified transformation opportunities, priorities and critical
success factors that would enable the success of the BaSE Program.
BASE SOLUTION BLUEPRINTING AND DELIVERY STRATEGY:
SAP was selected as the technology solution.
FINAL HIGH-LEVEL DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING, COSTING,
BENEFITS AND BUSINESS CASE:
This covered detailed costs estimates for implementation stages and ongoing
operations; implementation plans across Change Management; Training and
Performance Support; Technical and Application streams; and an updated
cost/benefit model and business case.
IN ADDITION TO TRANSFORMATION ACROSS FINANCE,
PROCUREMENT, HR/PAYROLL AND ASSETS AND WORKS
MANAGEMENT, CROSS-STREAM INITIATIVES INCLUDED:

• BUSINESS CASE & BENEFITS
REALIZATION
• OPERATING MODEL &
BUSINESS STRATEGIES
• TRANSFORMATION
MANAGEMENT
• ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
MANAGEMENT

• BUSINESS PROCESS DESIGN
• INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT
• PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
• TECHNOLOGY
ARCHITECTURE
• BUSINESS READINESS
AND DEPLOYMENT
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VALUE DELIVERED
The BaSE solution is expected to generate almost half a billion Australian
dollars (USD $350 million) in savings by reducing operating and maintenance
costs and more benefits in the following areas:

FINANCE

PROCUREMENT

• Improved asset utilization,
resource allocation, performance
monitoring and management through
implementation of an Enterprise
Performance Management (EPM)
framework.

• Improved efficiency in invoice
processing.

• Enhanced reporting and analysis
capability through the deployment
of the SAP Business Intelligence (BI)
reporting and analysis tools.
• Efficiency savings through reduced
time in general accounting and month
end reporting process.

• Reduced inventory holdings through
improved inventory analysis and
planning processes in Field Services.
• Improved efficiency by streamlining
requisition to order processes.
• Cost avoidance and spend
savings from sourcing and category
management improvements.
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HUMAN
RESOURCES/
PAYROLL
• Increased efficiency through
greater use of Employee Self Service/
Manager Self Service, mobile
technology and workflow.
• Reduced effort resulting from a
move away from Actual Job Costing
as a function of Payroll, to Standard
Job Costing which is done via mobile
devices.
• Improved efficiency in HR/Payroll
data reporting and analysis activities
through automation of regularly
required reports, improved selfservice reporting and more accurate
and centralized data.
• More structured performance
development process and supporting
technology, with the ability to
incorporate performance objectives
and goals within employees’ profiles.

• Reduced cost of contractor
workforce through better demand
management via a centralized
scheduling process for contractor use.

ASSETS
AND WORKS
MANAGEMENT
• Better control across functional,
capability, process, information and
technology dimensions through the
establishment of a robust governance
model.
• Improved capital planning and
budget management through
improved investment prioritization
and bundling of work.
• Reduced maintenance costs
through improved utilization of the
workforce and better strategic use of
capital resulting in cost avoidance.
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CASE STUDY

TECHNOLOGY HELPS
CITIZENS WEATHER THE
STORM
The BaSE Solution got to work
during a major storm that hit
Brisbane. The city experienced
heavy rainfall with wind gusts in
excess of 100 kilometres per hour
and more than 16,000 lightning
strikes. Homes were flooded and
cars swept away.
The city needed a hero and the BaSE
solution stepped in and got to work.
At the height of the storm, and days
after, the BaSE solution supported
citizens, field crews and Council
report, track, analyze, act, resolve
and communication throughout
the storm.
Integrating the new BaSE solution
with Council’s contact center

applications enabled citizens to call
and log issues through Council’s call
centre or website which were then
directed to the right business area,
via a notification in the SAP system,
to be inspected, prioritized and
attended to. The citizens were then
kept up-to date on the status and
resolution of the reported issue.
Field crews on the ground used their
mobile devices to log problems
in the area they were working in,
accepted new jobs to help citizens,
logged in to mark completed jobs
and find equipment when needed.
The BaSE solution helped Brisbane
Citizens find the calm in the midst
of the storm and brought a tangible
much-needed relief in this natural
disaster. This demonstrates the
power of technology and the
difference it has made in making the
lives of Brisbane citizens better.
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ABOUT ACCENTURE
Accenture is a leading global
professional services company,
providing a broad range of services
and solutions in strategy, consulting,
digital, technology and operations.
Combining unmatched experience
and specialized skills across more
than 40 industries and all business
functions—underpinned by the
world’s largest delivery network—
Accenture works at the intersection
of business and technology to help
clients improve their performance
and create sustainable value for their
stakeholders. With approximately
442,000 people serving clients in
more than 120 countries, Accenture
drives innovation to improve the way
the world works and lives.
Visit us at www.accenture.com.
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